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We consider a scenario where dark matter (DM) interacts exclusively with Standard Model (SM)
leptons at tree level. Due to the absence of tree-level couplings to quarks, the constraints on
leptophilic dark matter arising from direct detection and hadron collider experiments are weaker
than those for a generic WIMP. We study a simple model in which interactions of DM with SM
leptons are mediated by a leptophilic Z′ boson, and determine constraints on this scenario arising
from relic density, direct detection, and other experiments. We then determine current LHC limits
and project the future discovery reach. We show that, despite the absence of direct interactions
with quarks, this scenario can be strongly constrained.

I. INTRODUCTION

The identity of dark matter (DM), thought to make
up approximately 25 percent of the energy-matter con-
tent of the universe [1–3], has remained elusive since it
was first suggested over 80 years ago. Although there are
an abundance of proposed particle physics models which
can potentially account for dark matter, the most well
studied class of model is that involving a weakly interact-
ing massive particle (WIMP). WIMPs are appealing dark
matter candidates because they can naturally account for
the dark matter relic abundance via the “WIMP miracle”
[2], while also offering realistic prospects for detection in
a variety of direct detection, collider, and indirect detec-
tion experiments.

However, the non-observation of WIMPs thus far has
begun to place meaningful constraints on the WIMP
parameter space. Experiments at the LHC, which is
a proton-proton collider, have not identified a DM sig-
nal. Direct detection (DD) experiments, which require
nucleon-DM interactions, similarly do not report a DM
signal and are placing tough limits on DM-nucleon cross-
sections [4, 5], approaching the neutrino wall. However,
the exclusions from these experiments are based on DM-
hadron interactions, perhaps hinting that either the DM
does not interact in such a way, or such interactions are
suppressed. To relax constraints on the DM parameter
space, we shall consider an alternate framework where
direct DM-hadron interactions do not occur, and instead
the DM couples exclusively to SM leptons at tree level.
This is referred to as leptophilic dark matter (LDM) [6–
22].

A leptophilic DM model may be tested via the three
usual DM searches: direct detection, indirect detection
and collider searches. However, the phenomenology of
leptophilic DM is quite different to that of a generic
WIMP. Although leptophilic DM does not couple to
quarks at tree-level, such couplings will inevitably exist
at higher order. DM detection processes involving quarks
will thus still yield limits, though they will be relaxed
by the presence of loop factors and/or additional cou-
pling constants, thereby increasing the allowed parameter

space. For example, there exists a loop-suppressed direct
detection process shown in Fig. 1 [20]. We shall see that
despite the suppressed nature of this process, direct de-
tection still places meaningful constraints on leptophilic
dark matter.
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FIG. 1. Loop-suppressed direct detection signal for leptophilic
dark matter.

Indirect detection experiments are a scan of the as-
trophysical sky, searching for unexplained fluxes which
may be a produced as a result of DM annihilation or
decay. For low DM masses, interesting indirect detec-
tion bounds have been placed using Fermi observations
of dwarf spheroidal galaxies [23]. At higher DM masses,
significant interest in leptophilic DM was sparked by an
excess in the cosmic ray positron fraction measured by
the PAMELA [24], Fermi [25] and AMS [26] experiments.
Given that no corresponding antiproton excess was seen,
this suggested models in which DM annihilates, with a
large cross section, to leptonic final states. However,
these signals are subject to significant astrophysical un-
certainties, and may in fact be produced by nearby pul-
sars [27, 28]. Moreover, as noted above, a model can only
be “leptophilic” at lowest order with higher order process
inevitably producing hadrons with non-negligible fluxes
[29]. In this work, we shall not attempt to explain the
positron results, but instead focus on LHC and direct
detection bounds on leptophilic dark matter.

Collider searches at the LHC and LEP [10, 30] have
placed interesting limits on standard WIMPs. The most
generic, model independent limits are those obtained
from the mono-X searches [31–37] (mono-jet, mono-
photon or mono-W/Z). These signals are obtained when
a single SM particle recoils against missing momentum,
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attributed to dark matter particles which escape unde-
tected. However, the mono-X searches at the LHC re-
quire that dark matter to couples to quarks, and are
thus not applicable for a leptophilic scenario. There ex-
ist mono-photon limits from LEP [30], however these are
only relevant for DM coupling to electrons (rather than
muons or taus) and only extend to low DM masses. The
LHC collider signals for leptophilic DM are very different
from the mono-X signals and will be discussed in section
VI below in the context of our example model.

The outline of the paper is as follows: We introduce a
simple leptophilic model in Section II, consider relic den-
sity requirements in Section III, and discuss direct detec-
tion and other constraints in Section IV and V respec-
tively. The LHC collider phenomenology for leptophilic
dark matter is discussed in Section VI, and our main
results are summarized in Fig. 5, 13, 14 and 15.

II. LEPTOPHILIC MODEL

To fully investigate a LDM scenario, we shall adopt
a particular simple model. We introduce a new spin-1
vector boson, Z ′, which mediates interactions between
SM leptons and the DM. Such a setup can be described
via the Lagrangian

L = LSM −
1

4
Z ′µνZ

′µν − ε

2
Z ′µνB

µν + iχ̄γµ∂
µχ (1)

+χ̄γµ(gVχ + gAχ γ
5)χZ ′µ + ¯̀γµ(gV` + gA` γ

5)`Z ′µ

−mχχ̄χ+
1

2
m2
Z′Z

′
µZ
′µ,

where ε is the kinetic mixing parameter of Z ′ and SM hy-
percharge gauge boson, ` = e, µ, τ, νe, νµ, ντ are the SM
leptons, g` = ge, gµ, gτ are the Z ′ coupling strengths to
each SM lepton flavor, and gχ is the coupling strength of
the Z ′ to DM. We allow both vector (V) and axial-vector
(A) couplings of the Z ′. The parameters to investigate,
therefore, are gχ, g`,mZ′ ,mχ, along with relevant cross
sections. In this general setup, a mass generation mech-
anism for the Z ′ and DM is not specified.

At low energies, such as those relevant for direct de-
tection, the Z ′ interactions can be well approximated by
an effective contact operator,

Leff =
1

Λ2
(χ̄Γχχ)(¯̀Γ``), (2)

where the effective cut-off scale is

Λ =
mZ′√
gχg`

. (3)

Given the form of the Z ′ interactions in Eq. 1, the pos-
sible Lorentz structures are combinations of vector (V)
and axial-vector (A) bilinears: Γχ⊗Γ` = V ⊗ V , A⊗ V ,
V ⊗A or A⊗A. However, in order to permit SM Yukawa
couplings without breaking U(1)L gauge invariance, the
Z ′ coupling to the SM leptons must be vectorlike, thus

we shall require Γ` = V . We list the possible Lorentz
structures in Table I, and summarise their pertinent fea-
tures.

TABLE I. Lorentz structure of the Z′ couplings. For axial vec-
tor couplings to leptons, the loop-level direct detection signal
vanishes [20]. However, in order for the SM Yukawa couplings
to respect U(1)L gauge invariance, the Z′ couplings to leptons
should be vectorlike. Also note that Γχ = V is not permitted
for Majorana DM.

Γχ ⊗ Γ` σ(χχ→ ``) σ(χN → χN) Gauge invariant?

V ⊗ V s-wave 1 (1-loop) Yes

A⊗ V p-wave v2 (1-loop) Yes

V ⊗A s-wave - No

A⊗A p-wave - No

There has been some previous work on vector bosons
which couple only to leptons. Considering only SM fields,
the symmetries U(1)Li−Lj

are anomaly free and can thus
be gauged [38–40]; models in which DM interacts via
a Lµ − Lτ gauge boson have recently been explored in
[17, 21, 41]. We take a different approach in the present
work and consider a leptophilic Z ′ which couples to a
single lepton flavor, taking each flavour in turn. Phe-
nomenologically, this is a natural choice because the ex-
perimental constraints depend on which lepton flavor is
being considered. With this approach, new dark sector
particles must be chosen with the correct quantum num-
bers to cancel anomalies. However, any hidden sector
particles other than the DM candidate can be taken to
be heavy enough to be decoupled from our Lagrangian,
while light enough to still contribute to anomaly cancel-
lation. We thus take the coupling strengths gV` and gA,Vχ

as free parameters to be constrained.

III. DARK MATTER RELIC DENSITY

In our leptophilic framework the dominant DM anni-
hilation channels are

χχ̄→ `−`+, ν̄`ν`, Z
′Z ′, (4)

with the corresponding Feynman diagrams shown in
Fig. 2. To determine the parameter space allowed by
relic density constraints, we implemented our model
with FeynRules [42] and generated model files for Mi-
croMEGAs [43] for the relic density calculation. We
then performed a scan over mZ′ ,mχ, g`, gχ to deter-
mine the parameters which yield the correct relic density,
Ωχh

2 = 0.1187± 0.0017 [44].

In Fig. 5, 13, 15, we plot relic density curves in the
g` = gχ vs mZ′ plane, for various choices of the DM
mass, and in Fig. 14 for 4gµ = gχ and 8gµ = gχ. Pa-
rameters must lie on these curves to produce the correct
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FIG. 2. DM annihilation processes, which determine the relic
density at freezeout.

relic density. Larger values of the couplings would lead
to a subdominant contribution to the relic density, while
smaller couplings would overclose the universe unless ad-
ditional annihilation channels were present.

The features of the relic density curves can be easily
understood: The Z ′Z ′ channel is kinematically open only
for mZ′ < mχ, while for mZ′ > mχ the freeze-out is
determined by annihilation to leptons. The annihilation
cross section to leptons has an s-wave contribution when
Γχ = V , but proceeds via a velocity suppressed p-wave
contribution when Γχ = A. Resonant production of DM
occurs when mZ′ ≈ 2mχ, seen as strong dips in the relic
density curves.

IV. DIRECT DETECTION

Direct detection experiments measure the recoil en-
ergy of SM nuclei after DM scattering. There are
two ways leptophilic DM can be found at DD experi-
ments: scattering at tree-level with electrons (particu-
larly for experiments which do not veto leptonic recoils
(i.e. DAMA/LIBRA)), or at higher orders with quarks.
For tree-level scattering, the DM will scatter with elec-
trons bound to atoms, causing electrons to absorb the re-
coil energy and eject from the atom, or remain bound to
the atom but with increased energies and recoiled nuclei.
It turns out this electron scattering is not very energetic,
so that it cannot usually be seen at DD experiments.
In the rare case the electron has a high enough initial
momentum to produce a sufficiently energetic DD signal,
the cross section suffers from large wavefunction suppres-
sion. Because of this, loop suppressed scattering with
quarks will typically dominate DD for leptophilic DM
[20] provided the diagrams do not vanish. The dominant
loop level process for direct detection in our Z ′ model is
shown in Fig. 3. A similar diagram in which the photon
is replaced by a Z makes a negligible contribution.

The loop suppressed contributions to the DD cross sec-
tion were calculated in the effective operator framework
in Ref. [20]. For the Lorentz structures Γχ ⊗Γ` = A⊗A
and V ⊗A, the diagram in Fig. 1 vanishes, and thus direct
detection provides no constraint. However, these Lorentz
structures are not interesting for our model, because we
require Γ` = V in order for the SM Yukawa couplings to
respect U(1)L gauge invariance. For the remaining pos-

Z′
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FIG. 3. Dominant direct detection process with a leptophilic
Z′ as SM-DM mediator.

sibilities, Γχ ⊗ Γ` = V ⊗ V and A ⊗ V , the DM-nucleus
cross sections are given by

σV V =
µ2
N

9π

[
αEMZ

πΛ2
log

(
m2
`

µ2

)]2
, (5)

σAV =
µ2
Nv

2
χ

9π

(
1 +

µ2
N

2m2
N

)[
αEMZ

πΛ2
log

(
m2
`

µ2

)]2
, (6)

where v2χ ≈ 10−6 is the DM velocity, mN and Z are
the target nucleus’ mass and charge respectively, µN =
mNmχ/(mN + mχ) is the reduced mass of the DM-
nucleus system and µ is the renormalization scale. As
in [20] we set µ = Λ.1

To compare these cross sections with results from a
given direct detection experiment, we divide Eq. 5, 6 by
the squared atomic mass number A2 to obtain the cross
section per nucleon. The most stringent DD results are
currently provided by the LUX experiment [5], for which
A = 121 (Xenon). In Fig. 4 we plot the constraints
from the LUX experiment, in the mχ-Λ plane, for both
Γχ ⊗ Γ` = V ⊗ V and A⊗ V .

GΧ Ä Gl = V ÄV

GΧ Ä Gl = AÄV

10 20 50 100 200 500 10001
10

100
1000

104

m Χ @GeVD

L@GeV
D

FIG. 4. Lower bounds on the cutoff, Λ, for fermionic DM cou-
pling to leptons via a four-fermion effective contact operator,
using exclusion limits from LUX. Limits are shown for elec-
trons (solid, blue), muons (dashed, purple) and taus (dotted,
green) for both Γχ⊗Γ` = A⊗V and V ⊗V . We see that the
cutoff required for V ⊗V is much higher than that for A⊗V .

1 As the cross sections depend only logarithmically on µ, extreme
choices for this parameter can change the limits on g`,χ by at
most a factor of a few.
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As seen in Fig. 4, the direct detection bounds are con-
siderably more stringent for the Γχ ⊗ Γ` = V ⊗ V case
than for Γχ ⊗ Γ` = A ⊗ V . This is because the DD
cross section for the later is suppressed by a factor of
v2χ. The DD and relic density constraints are compared
in Fig. 5 for Γχ ⊗ Γ` = V ⊗ V and in Fig. 13, 14, 15
for Γχ ⊗ Γ` = A ⊗ V . For V ⊗ V , the DD bound ex-
cludes all the parameter space for which the relic density
constraint is satisfied, except if there is a very strong
resonant enhancement of the annihilation cross section
at mχ = 2mZ′ . In fact, the DD bounds on the V ⊗ V
case are much stronger than collider bounds and other
constraints. In comparison, we see that more parameter
space is open for A ⊗ V , however, even in this case the
DD experiments place non-trivial constraints.

LUX

3000 fb-1

m Χ = 10 GeV
m Χ = 50 GeV

m Χ = 100 GeV

V ÄV
10 20 50 100 200 50010-4

0.001
0.01
0.1

1

mZ ' @GeVD

g l

FIG. 5. Constraints on the g` = gχ and mZ′ parameter space
when Γχ⊗Γ` = V ⊗V . The relic density curves are shown for
mχ = 10, 50, and 100 GeV (black, solid), while the shaded
region is excluded by the LUX direct detection results (for
mχ = 20 − 100 GeV). Also shown is the approximate future
LHC reach at

√
s = 14 TeV (see section VI) for coupling to

e or µ. It is clear that, for a Γχ ⊗ Γ` = V ⊗ V operator, the
current direct detection results already exclude most of the
parameter space for which the correct relic density is obtained.

Z′

`

γ

`

FIG. 6. Kinetic mixing of the Z′ and SM photon.

In calculating the direct detection bounds, we have as-
sumed the DM-nucleus cross section arises entirely from
the loop diagram of Fig. 3. However, kinetic mixing of
the Z ′ with the SM hypercharge Z ′ gauge boson (the ε
term in Eq. 1) would also make a contribution to the di-
rect detection cross section. In fact, such a term should
be present in the Lagrangian as it will be generated by
loop diagrams such as that in Fig. 6. This loop contri-

bution to the kinetic mixing may be estimated as [45]

ε =
gY g`
16π2

log

(
µ2

m2
`

)
, (7)

where µ is a renormalization scale, and clearly leads
to the same DD cross sections as those in Eq. 5 and
Eq. 6. Using Eq. 7, we may translate our DD bounds
into a constraint on the kinetic mixing parameter of
ε . O(10−3) − O(10−4). These direct detection bounds
on ε are more stringent than those arising from preci-
sion electroweak measurements, which require only ε .
O(10−2) [46, 47].

Note that our DD cross sections should actually be
considered naturalness estimates, in the case that the
kinetic mixing is generated by the loop diagrams alone.
More generally, ε is a free parameter which runs with
scale. In principle, the direct detection signal could be
suppressed if ε happened to run to a very small value
at low scale. We regard this as unnatural, as it would
involve a fine-tuned cancellation of the contribution of
the loop diagram with a bare term in the Lagrangian.
However, it is important to appreciate that the DD limits
are not watertight constraints, but simply naturalness
bounds.

V. CONSTRAINTS FROM (g − 2)`, LEP AND
OTHER SEARCHES

We now outline further constraints on our scenario.
Unlike the DD bounds, these additional limits depend
sensitively on the lepton flavour. Measurements of (g −
2)` constrain the coupling of a Z ′ to each of the lepton
flavours, resulting in a strong bound for the µ flavour,
and weaker bounds for e and τ . Very stringent Z ′ bounds
from LEP apply to the electron flavour alone, as do the
LEP mono-photon bounds.

(g − 2)`: A Z ′ which couples to leptons will make a
contribution to the lepton anomalous magnetic dipole of
[48]

∆(g − 2)` ∼
g2`

6π2

m2
`

m2
Z′
. (8)

Upper limits on any additional contribution to (g−2)`
are 4×10−10, 8×10−9 and 8×10−2 for the electron, muon
and tau respectively [49]. This requires the Z ′ coupling
strengths to be

ge . 0.3
mZ′

GeV
, (9a)

gµ . 6× 10−3
mZ′

GeV
, (9b)

gτ .
mZ′

GeV
. (9c)
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Neutrino scattering: The Liquid Scintillator Neutrino
Detector (LSND) measured the cross section for the elas-
tic scattering process νe+e− → νe+e−, placing a further
constraint on the Z ′ coupling strength to electrons [50],

ge . 3× 10−3
mZ′

GeV
. (10)

This constraint is comparable to the LUX direct detec-
tion bound on ge for the A⊗ V case.

LEP-II Z’ constraints: The coupling of a Z ′ to elec-
trons is constrained by results of the LEP-II experiments.
For Z ′ masses greater than 209 GeV, the largest center-
of-mass energy at which LEP operated, the constraints
are expressed in terms of four-fermion contact operators,
known as the compositeness bounds [51]. For a vec-
tor coupling to electrons this bound can be expressed
as [51, 52]

ge . 0.044×mZ′/(200 GeV). (11)

For Z ′ masses below about 200 GeV, the four-fermion
description is not valid, as the Z ′ mass is not large com-
pared to the LEP beam energy, and resonant production
is possible. A conservative limit can be taken as g . 0.04
for mZ′ . 200 GeV. Much stronger limits should hold
for a Z ′ mass close to one of the centre of mass energies
at which LEP ran, however no detailed analysis exists.

LEP-II mono-photon constraints: Monophoton
searches at LEP-II place bounds on the couplings [30],
which again are relevant only when the Z ′ couples to
electrons. These constraints depend sensitively on the
Z ′ decay width and thus on the ratio ge/gχ. If we as-
sume ge ' gχ, then for mχ . mZ′/2 and mZ′ & 30 GeV
these constraints are stronger than LUX, but are compa-
rable to the LEP Z ′ bounds. For masses outside of this
range, LUX is more constraining.

Electroweak Precision Measurements: In addition
to the limits on kinetic mixing as discussed in section II,
there are constraints on the ratio of the decay width of
a Z ′ which couples to electrons and mZ′ from precision
measurements of the line shape of the Z0 [46, 47]. How-
ever they do not constrain the ge−mZ′ parameter space
any further than the limits listed above.

VI. LHC PHENOMENOLOGY

We now consider the LHC phenomenology for a lep-
tophilic Z ′. Because the Z ′ does not couple directly
to quarks, the lowest order Z ′ production process is
pp → `+`−Z ′, in which a Z ′ is radiated from a lepton
in a Drell-Yan process, as shown Fig. 7. The Z ′ produc-
tion cross section is shown in Fig. 8. The cross section is
large when mZ′ < mZ , because the process in Fig. 7 can
proceed via an on-shell Z. For mZ′ > mZ , however, the
cross section falls rapidly with increasing Z ′ mass, such

that detecting a Z ′ with mass beyond about 500 GeV
would be challenging.

The Z ′ decays either to DM (or neutrinos) or to
charged leptons, resulting in a pair of opposite sign di-
leptons plus missing ET , or two pairs of opposite sign
di-leptons, respectively. The 2-lepton plus missing ET
signal competes with substantial SM backgrounds, in
particular from the process Z+jets, such that detection
prospects are poor. However, the 4-lepton signal is very
distinctive and is examined in detail below.

γ/Z∗
Z′

q

q̄

l+

l−, χ

l+, χ̄

l−

FIG. 7. Production of the Z′ at a hadron collider. The
Z′ is radiated from a lepton in the Drell Yan process, and
subsequently decays to either leptons or DM.

LHC 14 TeV

pp® Z' +2l

0 100 200 300 400 500
0.001

0.01
0.1

1
10

100

mZ ' @GeVD

Σ@fbD

FIG. 8. Z′ production cross section at the 14 TeV LHC, via
the process pp→ `+`−Z′. We have set g` = 0.1.

The signal rates depend on the branching fraction of
the Z ′ to charged leptons or DM, which depend on the
mass and coupling strength of the Z ′. For gχ = g`, and
in the limit mZ′ � mχ, we have

Br(Z ′ → ``) = Br(Z ′ → χχ) = 2Br(Z ′ → ν`ν`). (12)

For other parameters, the branching ratios are evaluated
numerically in our analysis.

A. Z′ Decay to Leptons

We now consider the 4 lepton process, pp→ `+`−Z ′ →
`+`−`+`−, in detail. The main SM backgrounds for this
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process are

pp→ `+`−Z → `+`−`+`−, (13a)

pp→ ZZ → `+`−`+`−, (13b)

with Eq. 13a making the dominant contribution. The
pp → 4` cross section has been measured at the Z reso-
nance by the LHC experiments, ATLAS and CMS. The
most constraining limits arise from the ATLAS analysis,
which used an

√
s = 8 TeV dataset at an integrated lumi-

nosity of 20.7 fb−1, and measured the number of events
to be consistent with the SM expectation. A similar anal-
ysis performed by CMS used only the

√
s = 7 TeV data

[53] and is less constraining. We reproduce the ATLAS
analysis to find the current exclusion limits for our Z ′

model using the Z → 4l search [54].2 We also simulate
events at

√
s = 14 and higher luminosities, to project the

future reach of the LHC.
To simulate our Z ′ signal and the relevant SM back-

ground, we implement our model with FeynRules [42],
generate parton level events in MadGraph [55] and then
interface with Pythia [56] to produce hadronic level
events. For processes involving electrons, we also inter-
face the Pythia output with the PGS detector simula-
tion [57]. Finally, we use MadAnalysis [58] to analyse
the events. We determine the significance according to

σ = NZ′/
√
NZ′ +NSM , (14)

where NZ′ is the number of simulated events for the Z ′

model, and NSM is the number of ATLAS events ob-
served, which is consistent with the predicted number of
SM events. Excluded parameters are those which have
a deviation from the SM of σ & 3.0. We neglect sys-
tematic uncertainties, as they are very low for our purely
leptonic final states [54]. Given that the number of signal
and background events are comparable, a small system-
atic uncertainty will not have a significant effect on the
results.

We consider only the Z → 4µ and Z → 4e part of
the ATLAS analysis. Mixed flavour final states are not
possible, because we assume the Z ′ couples to a single
lepton flavour. For the case of the 4µ signal, we perform
different analyses for low mass (mZ′ < mZ) and high
mass (mZ′ > mZ) Z ′ bosons. For the 4e signal, however,
we perform only the low mass analysis, as the LEP Z ′

searches already eliminate the high mass parameter space
that could be probed at the LHC.

There is no available analysis for a four tau final state,
as tau reconstruction is significantly more difficult and
suffers a much lower efficiency than detecting µ or e.
Therefore, there are no current collider constraints which
can be placed on a scenario in which the Z ′ couples only
to the tau flavour.

2 A similar analysis has been performed recently for the 4 muon
final state in Refs. [59, 60].

1. Four Electron Final State: mZ′ < mZ

We replicate the ATLAS pp → 4e analysis at the Z
resonance, for which the candidate events have two pairs
of opposite sign electrons. The following selection cuts
are made:

• pT,e > 7 GeV and |η| < 2.47 for individual electrons

• Candidate separation of ∆Ree > 0.1

• Me−,e+ > 20, 5 GeV for the leading pair and next
to leading pair in momentum

• pT,e > 20, 15, 10 GeV for the leading three elec-
trons

• Invariant mass of electron quadruplet is restricted
to events near the Z resonance: 80 < M4e < 100
GeV

For the four electron case, the hadronic level events
generated by Pythia [56] are interfaced with the PGS de-
tector simulator before being interfaced to MadAnalysis
at reconstruction level [58]. This is necessary for elec-
trons, as they are reconstructed from energy clusters in
an electromagnetic calorimeter, which are matched to re-
constructed electron tracks in the inner detector [61], for
which detector effects and efficiencies are not negligible.
With this procedure, our simulated number of SM events
was consistent with that measured by ATLAS.

The current ATLAS exclusion based on the 4e process
at 20.7 fb−1 is shown in Fig. 15, assuming g` = gχ. We
also show future discovery curves at the higher luminosi-
ties of 300 and 3000 fb−1.

2. Four Muon Final State: mZ′ < mZ

We replicate the ATLAS pp → 4µ analysis at the Z
resonance, for which the candidate events have two pairs
of opposite sign muons. The following selection cuts are
made:

• pT,µ > 4 GeV and |η| < 2.7 for individual muons

• Candidate separation of ∆Rµµ > 0.1

• Mµ−,µ+ > 20, 5 GeV for the leading pair and next
to leading pair in momentum

• pT,µ > 20, 15, 8 GeV for the leading three muons

• Invariant mass of muon quadruplet is restricted to
events near the Z resonance: 80 < M4µ < 100 GeV

We do not perform a detector simulation for the pp→
4µ analysis, as detection efficiencies are very high and
the small smearing of data due to detector effects has a
negligible effect on our results.

The current ATLAS exclusion based on the 4µ process
at 20.7 fb−1 is shown in Fig. 15, assuming g` = gχ. We
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FIG. 9. Invariant mass for four muons (left) and transverse momentum pT for leading in pT muon (right) for pp → 4µ in the
SM and Z′ model (with mZ′ = 60 GeV, mχ = 10 GeV, gµ = gχ = 0.1), at

√
s = 14 TeV and L = 300 fb−1. The peak in the

four muon invariant mass spectrum is a reconstruction of the Z mass.
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FIG. 10. Invariant mass for first and second leading muons in pT (left) and third and fourth leading muons in pT (right) for
pp → 4µ in the SM and Z′ model (with mZ′ = 60 GeV, mχ = 10 GeV, gµ = gχ = 0.1), at

√
s = 14 TeV and L = 300 fb−1.

The mass of the Z′ can be seen clearly as the resonance at mZ′ = 60 GeV in the invariant mass spectrum M12.

also show future discovery curves at the higher luminosi-
ties of 300 and 3000 fb−1. We show a selection of kine-
matic plots in Fig. 9, 10 for an example choice of parame-
ters: mZ′ = 60 GeV, mχ = 10 GeV, gµ = gχ = 0.1. (The
relevant Z ′ branching fractions are Br(µ+µ−) = 0.428,
Br(ν̄µνµ) = 0.214 and Br(χ̄χ) = 0.358.) These parame-
ters are allowed by the

√
s = 8 TeV ATLAS results, but

sit on the 3σ curve corresponding to L = 300 fb−1 at√
s = 14 TeV, and thus can be discovered or ruled out

with future LHC data.

Note that the choice of gχ affects the cross section by
controlling the relative sizes of the Z ′ branching ratios
to lepton or dark matter final states. We can weaken
constraints from the four muon search by increasing the
Z ′ coupling strength to dark matter, with results for
4gµ = gχ and 8gµ = gχ shown in Fig. 14.

3. Four Muon Final State: mZ′ > mZ

We now consider higher Z ′ masses than those probed
by the 4 lepton search at the Z resonance, i.e., mZ′ >
mZ . The Z ′ production via the diagram in Fig. 7 now
proceeds via an off-shell Z∗, with a much lower cross
section as seen in Fig. 8. We perform a similar analysis to
that described in the previous section, with appropriate
changes tailored to this higher mass case. Specifically, we
remove the cut on the 4 muon invariant mass, so that we
are no longer restricted to events near the Z-resonance,
and place cuts on the di-muon invariant masses to remove
the Z-peak (arising from processes in which the Z ′ in Fig.
7 is replaced by a SM Z.)

We implement the following selection cuts:

• pT,µ > 4 GeV and |η| < 2.7 for individual muons

• Candidate separation of ∆Rµµ > 0.1
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FIG. 11. Invariant mass for first and second leading muons in pT (left) and transverse momentum pT for pT leading muon
(right) both before cuts, for pp → 4µ in the SM and Z′ model (with mZ′ = 150 GeV, mχ = 10 GeV, gµ = gχ = 0.19), at√
s = 14 TeV and L = 3000 fb−1.
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FIG. 12. Invariant mass of third and fourth leading in pT muons before cuts (left) and after cuts (right), for pp → 4µ in the
SM and Z′ model (with mZ′ = 150 GeV, mχ = 10 GeV, gµ = gχ = 0.19), at

√
s = 14 TeV and L = 3000 fb−1.

• Mµ−,µ+ > 100 GeV for both the leading pair and
next to leading pair in momentum

• pT,µ > 120, 100, 8 GeV for the leading three muons

Due to the low cross sections, large luminosities are re-
quired to constrain the high Z ′ masses. In Fig. 13 we
show the projected 3σ exclusion curve at 3000 fb−1. No-
tice that in the high mZ′ searches at high luminosities
one is able to probe Z ′-masses up to mZ′ ∼ 500 GeV. We
show a selection of kinematic plots in Fig. 11, 12 for an
example choice of parameters (mZ′ = 150 GeV, mχ = 10
GeV, gµ = gχ = 0.28) which fall on this curve. The effec-
tiveness of the kinematic cuts can be seen by comparing
the LH and RH panels of Fig. 12, which display the M34

distributions before and after cuts, respectively.

B. Z′ Decay to Dark Matter

We now consider the process pp → ``χχ (see Fig. 7)
for which the signal is a pair of opposite sign leptons plus
missing ET . Unlike the 4 lepton signal, the 2 lepton +
missing ET signal is subject to significant backgrounds,
which render the detection prospects very poor. The
dominant SM backgrounds arise from

pp→ Z + jets→ `+`− + jets, (15a)

tt̄→ bb̄WW → bb̄`+`−ν`ν̄`. (15b)

The Z + jets background, with soft jets from the un-
derlying QCD process, produces an enormous number
of dileptons plus missing ET events, where the missing
energy arises from jet misidentification or energy mis-
measurement. To overcome this background we would
need to select events with ET & 200 GeV. However, a
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FIG. 13. Parameter space for gµ vs. mZ′ with gχ = gµ. Shown are excluded regions from (g − 2)µ, as well as two excluded
regions from LUX direct detection corresponding to two different DM mass ranges: LUXa is for approximately mχ = 10, 1000
GeV and LUXb is for the range mχ = 20 − 100 GeV. Exclusions from LUXa and (g − 2)µ are overlapping in this plot. Relic
density curves are shown in black for mχ = 10, 50, 100 GeV. Dashed lines are ATLAS exclusions and reaches: top dashed curve
is ruled out by ATLAS data at

√
s = 8 TeV and L = 20.7fb−1, middle is the ATLAS discovery reach at

√
s = 14 TeV and

L = 300fb−1, and the bottom dashed curve is the ATLAS discovery reach at
√
s = 14 TeV and L = 3000fb−1. The dotted

line shows the ATLAS reach at 3000fb−1 for a high mass Z′. The LHC limits all assume mχ = 10 GeV.

signal in this range would require a Z ′ greater than 200
GeV, for which the production cross section is extremely
small. Nonetheless, despite being unable to detect the
DM production process, the presence of the Z ′ coupling
to DM still affects the collider phenomenology through
the Z ′ width and branching fractions, as can be seen by
comparing Fig. 13 and 14. Finally, we note that this
dilepton plus missing ET signal could be a relevant dis-
covery channel in a future lepton collider such as the ILC,
where the Z+jets background is not present.

VII. DISCUSSION

Our main results are summarized in Fig. 5 for Γχ⊗Γ` =
V ⊗ V and Fig. 13, 14, 15 for Γχ ⊗ Γ` = A ⊗ V . Note
that because V ⊗ V is highly constrained by the direct
detection results, we have explored the A ⊗ V case in
much greater detail.

In Fig. 13, we summarise the results for a Z ′ that cou-
ples to the muon flavour. We see that there is significant
overlap of the excluded regions from (g − 2)µ and direct
detection results, which each place non-trivial constraints
on the model. In particular, for values of mχ . 100 GeV,
they rule out those parameters for which the relic density
can be explained, unless the masses fall in the vicinity of
a resonance at mZ′ ∼ 2mχ. The LHC results place com-
plementary constraints. For a low mass Z ′ (those with
mZ′ < mZ), the collider limits rule out smaller values of
the coupling g` than can be probed by DD or (g − 2).
The projected limits (or discovery sensitivity) for the 14
TeV LHC at 3000 fb−1 significantly covers the low mZ′

parameter space, even for parameters for which the DM
relic density is controlled by resonant annihilation. For a
higher mass Z ′ (mZ′ > mZ) the production cross section
at the LHC is suppressed, and hence only the 3000 fb−1

results are shown in the figure. It is clear that, for suf-
ficiently large mχ or mZ′ , it will be possible to find pa-
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FIG. 14. Parameter space for gµ vs. mZ′ , where gχ = 4gµ (left) and gχ = 8gµ (right). Shown are excluded regions from
(g−2)µ, and two excluded regions from LUX direct detection are shown corresponding to two different DM mass ranges: LUXa

is for approximately mχ = 10, 1000 GeV and LUXb is for the range mχ = 20 − 100 GeV. Relic density curves are shown in
black for mχ = 10, 50, 100 GeV. Dashed lines are ATLAS exclusions and reaches: top is ruled out by ATLAS data at

√
s = 8

TeV and L = 20.7fb−1, middle is the ATLAS discovery reach at
√
s = 14 TeV and L = 300fb−1, and bottom is the ATLAS

discovery reach at
√
s = 14 TeV and L = 3000fb−1. These exclusion/discovery curves are the same as for the gµ = gχ case

when mZ′ < 2mχ. The LHC limits all assume mχ = 10 GeV.
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FIG. 15. Parameter space for ge vs. mZ′ with gχ = ge (left) and gτ vs. mZ′ , with gχ = gτ (right). Two excluded regions from
LUX direct detection are shown corresponding to two different DM mass ranges: LUXa is for approximately mχ = 10, 1000
GeV and LUXb is for the range mχ = 20 − 100 GeV. Relic density curves are shown in black for mχ = 10, 50, 100 GeV.
Exclusions from LEP-II (electrons only) shown on the left. Dashed lines on the electron plot (left) are ATLAS exclusions and
reaches: top is ruled out by ATLAS data at

√
s = 8 TeV and L = 20.7fb−1, middle is the ATLAS discovery reach at

√
s = 14

TeV and L = 300fb−1, and bottom is the ATLAS discovery reach at
√
s = 14 TeV and L = 3000 fb−1. The LHC limits all

assume mχ = 10 GeV. For the tau plot (right), there are no collider limits due to low efficiencies for reconstructing a four tau
final state. Instead, dashed lines show contours of Z′ production cross sections of 1, 10 and 100 fb.

rameters which satisfy the relic density requirement and
escape all constraints.

The constraints on a Z ′ which couples to the e flavour
are shown in LH panel of Fig. 15. The DD constraints
are similar for all flavours, as they depend only logarith-
mically on the lepton masses. For electrons, the (g − 2)
constraint is too weak to be shown on the plot. However,
the e-flavour is subject to LEP-II Z ′ constraints, which
are very strong and eliminate much parameter space that
is open for the µ-flavour. As a result, the relic density

constraints cannot be met unless one lives very close to
a resonance.

Finally, we consider the τ flavour in the RH panel of
Fig. 15. Here the (g − 2) constraints are again too weak
to be shown on the plot. As we mentioned above, there
are no current collider analyses for this case, due to the
difficulties associated with tau reconstruction. Instead,
we indicate in Fig. 15 the Z ′ production cross section, as a
crude indication of the sensitivity that could be obtained
were a dedicated analysis for the 4-τ final state to be
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performed.
In Fig. 13 and 15, we assumed the Z ′ couples with

equal strength to the DM and leptons, i.e. gχ = g`.
If instead we take gχ > g`, the constraints are relaxed
and thus the allowed region of parameter space enlarged.
This is illustrated in Fig. 14, in which we take gχ = 4gµ
(left panel) and gχ = 8gµ (right panel). We see that
increased gχ lowers the relic density curves. The LHC
curves are independent of the choice of gχ when mZ′ <
2mχ; formZ′ > 2mχ the constraints on g` become weaker
as we enlarge gχ, due to the increased branching ratio of
the Z ′ to invisible final states. In Figs. 13 and 14, this
occurs for mz′ > 20 GeV, and we note an upturn in the
LHC curves at that point. The LHC results for high Z ′

masses mZ′ > mz have not been shown in Fig. 14, as
they are weaker than the DD results.

The LHC curves shown in Fig. 13, 14 and 15 assume
mχ = 10 GeV. For other DM masses, the exclusion curves
are approximately the same, except for a change to the
point where mZ′ = 2mχ, beyond which the Z ′ is heavy
enough for the dark branching ratio to be non-zero.3

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have considered a leptophilic WIMP scenario in
which DM does not couple to SM quarks at tree-level,
and instead couples only to SM leptons. In this scenario,
the DM has WIMP-scale interaction with leptons, ac-
counting for the relic density, but suppressed signals in
direct detection experiments and hadron colliders, con-
sistent with the null results from these searches to date.

We explored such a leptophilic DM in the context of
a simple Z ′ model, in which DM-lepton interactions are
mediated by the exchange of a new vector boson which
couples to one of the SM leptons flavours, ` = e, µ, or
τ , with Lorentz structure Γχ ⊗ Γ` = V ⊗ V or A ⊗ V .
DM-quark interactions are induced at loop level through
kinetic mixing of the Z ′ and SM hypercharge, provid-
ing nuclear recoil signals in direct detection experiments.

Despite the loop-suppressed nature of this process, the
resulting bounds are strong. For Γχ ⊗ Γ` = V ⊗ V the
DD bounds eliminate all parameter space for which the
correct relic density can be obtained, except if the DM
annihilation cross section has a strong resonant enhance-
ment. For Γχ ⊗ Γ` = A ⊗ V the direct detection cross
section is velocity suppressed, resulting in weaker con-
straints, but even so the DD bounds eliminate signifi-
cant parameter space. For DM coupling to muons, these
bounds are comparable to those from (g − 2)µ.

Production of leptophilic Z ′ at the LHC occurs via
the radiation of a Z ′ from Drell-Yan leptons. We de-
termined exclusion limits for the Z ′ mass and coupling
strength, using results from a recent ATLAS analysis of
pp→ Z → 4e or 4µ, at

√
s = 8 TeV and L = 20.7 fb−1.

We also projected the future exclusion/discovery reach
for
√
s = 14 TeV and higher luminosities, for both low

and high mass Z ′ bosons. For ` = e, µ, the combination
of the LHC, direct detection, and relic density constraints
excludes most parameter space, except that for which the
DM annihilation at freezeout is resonantly enhanced. For
` = µ, some non-resonant parameter space remains open
for mχ & 200 GeV, while for ` = e this is eliminated
by LEP-II bounds. For ` = τ , however, no LHC bounds
exist, and much more parameter space is open.

In conclusion, despite the absence of tree-level inter-
actions with quarks, this leptophilic dark matter model
is strongly constrained by results from nuclear recoil and
hadron collider experiments.

Note added: A recent paper has calculated limits on a
Z ′ boson which couples to muon lepton number, based
on neutrino trident production [59, 62]. These limits are
a factor of ∼ 5 stronger than those from (g − 2)µ.
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